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hin polymer films find application in
areas such as electronics, coatings
of various types (optical, dielectric,
thermal barrier, etc.), lubricants, adhesives,
paints, biological membranes, etc.1⫺4 However, in ultrathin films, typically thinner than
⬃100 nm, the issue of film stability becomes important as these films often become unstable and tend to rupture and
dewet following a variety of mechanisms
such as spinodal dewetting engendered by
the van der Waal’s interaction,5⫺14 heterogeneous nucleation,15⫺19 release of residual
stresses accumulated during the film
preparation,20,21 density variations,22,23 etc.
Self-organization and pattern formation
during dewetting of ultrathin polymer films
result in the formation of an array of holes
or droplets, as reported first by Reiter.5,6
Controlled dewetting on topographically
or chemically patterned substrates is suggested to be a viable route for the creation
of ordered mesoscale surface patterns.24⫺30
Dewetting induced structures have been
utilized for the fabrication of organic fieldeffect transistors,31 electronic devices,32 biological applications such as cellular patterning,33 etc. However, formation of defectfree, thin, stable and continuous coatings
on a variety of substrates without substrate
modifications is an extremely important aspect of coatings technology, which has not
yet been fully addressed.
In most of the applications involving
polymer thin films such as coatings, lubricants, paints, etc., instability and dewetting
are undesirable, and thus controlling the
film integrity is a problem of both fundamental and technological importance. Sev-
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Stability and Dewetting of Metal
Nanoparticle Filled Thin Polymer Films:
Control of Instability Length Scale and
Dynamics

ABSTRACT We investigate the influence of gold nanoparticle addition on the stability, dewetting, and pattern

formation in ultrathin polymerⴚnanoparticle (NP) composite films by examining the length and time scales of
instability, morphology, and dynamics of dewetting. For these 10ⴚ50 nm thick (h) polystyrene (PS) thin films
containing uncapped gold nanoparticles (diameter ⬃3ⴚ4 nm), transitions from complete dewetting to arrested
dewetting to absolute stability were observed depending on the concentration of the particles. Experiments show
the existence of three distinct stability regimes: regime 1, complete dewetting leading to droplet formation for
nanoparticle concentration of 2% (w/w) or below; regime 2, partial dewetting leading to formation of arrested
holes for NP concentrations in the range of 3ⴚ6%; and regime 3, complete inhibition of dewetting for NP
concentrations of 7% and above. Major results are (a) length scale of instability, where H ⬃ hn remains
unchanged with NP concentration in regime 1 (n ⬃ 2) but increases in regime 2 with a change in the scaling
relation (n ⬃ 3ⴚ3.5); (b) dynamics of instability and dewetting becomes progressively sluggish with an increase
in the NP concentration; (c) there are distinct regimes of dewetting velocity at low NP concentrations; (d) force
modulation AFM, as well as micro-Raman analysis, shows phase separation and aggregation of the gold
nanoparticles within each dewetted polymer droplet leading to the formation of a metal coreⴚpolymer shell
morphology. The polymer shell could be removed by washing in a selective solvent, thus exposing an array of bare
gold nanoparticle aggregates.
KEYWORDS: thin film · dewetting · instability · patterns · nanocomposites

eral methods have been suggested to stabilize a thin film, examples of which include
grafting of compatibility enhancing polymer layers at the film⫺substrate interface,34
incorporation of specific end groups having affinity toward the substrate material,35
metal complexation and sulfonation of a
polymer,36 phase segregation induced stabilization of polymer thin films (PS) by adding another polymer (PMMA) in low concentrations,37 addition of miscible
components such as tetramethylbisphenol
in a PS film,38 in situ photochemical crosslinking using photoactive filler bisbenzophenon molecules, etc.39 A promising
technique for achieving enhanced stability
seems to be the addition of low quantities
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of nanoparticles or nanofillers to the polymer film,
which can completely inhibit dewetting.40⫺50 This was
first reported by Barnes et al. with ultrathin polystyrene
and polybutadiene thin films (20⫺50 nm) by the addition of low quantities (0.1⫺5% w/w) of fullerene nanoparticles.40 The interactions between the polymer molecules and the nanoparticles lead to variations in
properties such as the glass transition, viscosity, etc., of
the system.51⫺63 Similar inhibition of dewetting due to
the addition of various types of nanofillers such as polymer nanoparticles,41 dendrimers,42 etc., was subsequently reported by other groups in a variety of settings. In most cases, it was suggested that the particles
phase separate from the polymer and segregate to the
film⫺substrate interface. This in turn alters the surface
energy and consequently the wetting property of the
substrate, resulting in a change in the nature of effective interaction between the film and the substrate. On
the basis of molecular dynamics simulations, Luo et al.
suggested that a combination of factors such as mobility of the nanofillers, their size, their interaction with
the polymer chain, additional pinning effect imparted
by the particles on the three-phase contact line, etc., is
responsible for the enhanced stability of the films.43 In a
similar study, Hosaka et al. reported the inhibition of
dewetting of thin PS films containing polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) and cyclopentylsubstituted POSS (CpPOSS) nanoparticles (diameter
⬃1⫺3 nm), due to segregation and subsequent crystallization of the silsesquioxane molecules on the substrate.44 The same strategy of nanoparticle addition has
also been successfully utilized for inhibiting instability
in thin polymer bilayers46⫺48 and block copolymer thin
films.49 However, it is shown that for bilayer systems,
dewetting can also be accelerated, depending on the
nature of particle⫺polymer interaction.46⫺48 Thus, the
issue of kinematic stability, in addition to thermodynamics of the system, also becomes an important factor in the stabilization of nanoparticle-filled polymer
films.48 For bilayer systems, Xavier et al. have shown that
even when polymer⫺matrix interactions are unfavorable, dewetting can be kinematically inhibited by controlling the relative size of the particles and the length
of the polymer chain, which in turn affects the rheology
of the system.47 In a similar fashion, Koo et al. with multiwalled carbon nanotube fillers have shown the influence of aspect ratio of the tubes on the rheology and
stability of the films.48 Their work suggests that longer
nanotubes were more effective in inhibiting dewetting
by forming entangled networks that prevented longrange motion of the polymer. In a recent work, Hosaka
et al. have shown that, in thin PS films, the inhibition of
dewetting is a function of the filler concentration.50
While for high concentration of CpPOSS, dewetting
was completely inhibited, for lower concentration of
the filler, there was partial dewetting of the films. The
dewetting in films with lower particle concentration is
VOL. 4 ▪ NO. 7 ▪ MUKHERJEE ET AL.

explained in terms of partial coverage of the film substrate by the segregated particles.50
In this paper, we examine the solvent vapor induced dewetting of thin polystyrene (PS) films (thickness: 12⫺42 nm) containing uncapped gold nanoparticles on silicon wafers with ⬃1.5 nm native oxide layer.
In order to critically examine the mechanisms of dewetting in nanocomposite thin films, we characterize the
influence of NP concentration on the early stages of the
growth of instability by quantifying its length scale
and dynamics before formation of holes. Dynamics,
morphology, and NP distribution and aggregation are
also studied in the later stages of the hole growth, coalescence, and droplet formation. We thus find and characterize three distinct regimes of dewetting and instability. Regime 1: Complete dewetting for low particle
concentration (less than 2%, wt of particle/wt of polymer), leading to the formation of an isotropic array of
polymer droplets. Regime 2: Partial dewetting for intermediate particle concentration (3.2⫺6.4%) up to the
stage of hole formation, including initiation of hole coalescence (in some cases). Regime 3: Complete inhibition of dewetting for films with particle concentration
above 7%. The second major objective is to relate the
length scale of the instability to the particle concentration and film thickness for completely and partly dewetting films (regime 1 and regime 2). It is well-known
that, for spinodal dewetting of homopolymer thin films
without any filler particles, the length scale of the structures (holes) (H) corresponds to the fastest growing
mode of instability and is a strong function of the film
thickness (H ⬃ hn; n ⬃ 2).5⫺15 Our observations suggest
that, for regime 1 films, there is no quantitative or qualitative change in the length scale of the structures as a
function of nanoparticle concentration (n ⬃ 2). For the
regime 2 films, there is a gradual increase in the length
scale of instability (H) as well as a significant change in
its scaling relation with increase in the particle concentration. Finally, the films become completely stable in
regime 3 (H ¡ infinity). Our observations reveal that
the transition from complete dewetting to complete
stability is associated with a gradual increase of the instability length scale. Third, we report in detail two critical matters related to regime 1 films: (1) the influence
of NP concentration on dewetting dynamics, and (2) the
structure of individual dewetted droplets, particularly
the conformation of the gold particles within each dewetted droplet. On the basis of in situ experiments, we
show that, for a particular film thickness, the dewetting
dynamics becomes progressively sluggish with enhanced particle concentration. In addition, we have
also found that, for very low particle concentration (as
well as for particle-free films), dewetting is accomplished in two clear and distinct stages: a rapid initial
phase followed by a slower late stage. However, as the
particle concentration increases, the distinction between these two stages becomes diffused, and for films
www.acsnano.org
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with 2.0% nanoparticle concentration, a uniform dewetting velocity is observed. Lastly, detailed investigation
of individual dewetted droplets by force modulation
AFM and micro-Raman experiments revealed that there
is a phase segregation and accumulation of the nanoparticles toward the center of each droplet. Each dewetted droplet thus has a core⫺shell morphology; the
core comprising a self-assembled aggregate of the
nanoparticles, and the surrounding shell is constituted
by the dewetted polymer. Finally, we show that the
polymer shell can be selectively removed, which results in an array of isolated aggregates of gold
nanoparticles.
The observations related to length scale, dynamics,
and morphology are critically examined in view of the
existing theories on the roles of NP aggregation, slippage, viscoelasticity, and heterogeneities on thin film
rupture.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of Nanoparticle Concentration on Film Stability. As
mentioned briefly in the previous section, depending
on the nanoparticle concentration, we found that there
are three distinct regimes of dewetting: complete dewetting leading to hole coalescence and droplet formation, partial dewetting characterized by arrested hole
growth, and complete inhibition of hole formation. For
12⫺42 nm thick polystyrene (PS) films exposed to toluene (solvent) vapor, the limits of particle concentrations for each clearly distinguishable regime were
found to be as follows: regime 1, particle concentration ⫽ 0⫺2.0%; regime 2, NP concentration ⫽
3.2⫺6.4%; regime 3, NP concentration ⫽ 7.0% and
above.
The final morphology of a thin film of constant thickness but with different particle concentrations falling
in different regimes is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1A
shows the fully dewetted morphology of a 17 nm thick
film, having NP concentration of 1.0%, exposed to solvent vapor for ⬃3 h. Further exposure to solvent vapor
for prolonged time (⬃18 h) did not alter the morphology of the structures to any major extent. For comparison, the morphology of a fully dewetted film (exposed
to vapor for 15 min) of the same thickness but without
any nanoparticles is shown in Figure 1B. By mere visual
observation, it can be seen that the two micrographs
are nearly identical. The intermediate morphologies of
both films were also quite similar during the dewetting
process, though the time scales were different (discussed in detail later). The partially dewetted final morphology of the regime 2 films of same thickness (17
nm) is shown in Figure 1C,D. Dewetting progressed until coalescence of hole rims for films with NP concentration of 3.2% (Figure 1C). However, for films with 6.4%
NP concentration, dewetting propagated only to the
extent of formation of a few isolated holes, as can be
seen in Figure 1D. An interesting observation involving
www.acsnano.org

Figure 1. Influence of NP concentration on the final morphology of
the PS films exposed to toluene vapor. Completely dewetted structure for regime 1 films: (A) 1.0% NP concentration, exposure time ⴝ
3 h; (B) no particle, exposed for 12 min. Partial dewetting for regime 2 films, after 60 h of exposure: dewetting up to the level of
(C) coalescence of rims for a film with NP concentration of 3.2% and
(D) up to formation of holes for a film with 6.4% NP concentration.
(E) Completely stable film after 60 h of solvent vapor exposure when
the NP concentration was 8.0% (regime 3). (F) AFM image of a stable
(regime 3) film, showing a smooth film surface (rms roughness ⬍1
nm) with no surface undulations after 60 h of solvent vapor exposure. Film thickness ⴝ 17 nm and scale bar ⴝ 30 m in all micrographs (AⴚE).

Figure 1C,D is that although the film thicknesses are
same in both cases, the holes appear to be slightly
larger in Figure 1D compared to Figure 1C. We attribute
this to the coalescence of holes in the case of Figure
1C (and also in most other dewetting experiments) before the holes grow to their maximum possible size,
which happens in the case of Figure 1D, as there appears to be less number of holes at higher nanoparticle concentration. The micrograph in Figure 1E shows
the surface of a completely stable film with 8.0% NP (regime 3). In all these cases (Figure 1C⫺Figure 1F), the
films were exposed to solvent vapor for 60 h to ensure
that there was no subsequent evolution of the surfaces.
In order to ascertain if the topography of the stable regime 3 films was truly flat or carried some signature of
any instability in the form of surface undulations, the
films were further investigated using AFM (Figure 1F).
The cross-sectional line scan shown in the inset of Figure 1F confirms that the RMS roughness was less than
VOL. 4 ▪ NO. 7 ▪ 3709–3724 ▪ 2010
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Figure 2. Morphological evolution at different stages of solvent (toluene) vapor induced dewetting of a 23 nm thick PS film
with 1.0% nanoparticle concentration, on a cleaned silicon wafer substrate. (A) After exposure to toluene vapor, 40 min initiation of dewetting with the formation of random holes; (B) 90 min solvent vapor exposure leads to formation of more holes
and their growth. (C) After 140 min solvent vapor exposure, the growing holes coalesce to form interconnected ribbons of
polymers. (D) Partially broken rims due to Rayleigh instability after 165 min and (E) completely dewetted morphology comprising an isotropic array of droplets after 5 h of solvent vapor exposure. Scale bar in all cases ⴝ 20 m.

⬃1 nm, and therefore, it is reasonable to conclude
that a regime 3 film remains smooth without any signature of instability even after prolonged solvent vapor
exposure, clearly distinguishing themselves from regime 1 and regime 2 films. The subsequent sections
deal with the largely unexplored dynamics and morphological evolution of regime 1 films. It may be noted
that extensive studies are already available40⫺50 on the
dynamics of evolution of partially stable regime 2 nanocomposite thin films.
Dewetting and Morphological Evolution of a Regime 1
Nanocomposite Film. This section describes the morphological evolution sequence of a dewetting film that has
particle concentrations corresponding to regime 1. A
representative example is shown in Figure 2 for the solvent vapor induced dewetting of a 23 nm thick PS film
with NP concentration of 1.0%. The onset of instability
was observed after solvent vapor exposure of ⬃32 min,
with the formation of a few isolated but nearly equally
sized holes (Figure 2A). Further progress in dewetting
led to the growth of the holes as well as the appearance
of some new holes. Morphology of the film corresponding to this stage is shown in Figure 2B, which was attained after ⬃90 min of solvent vapor exposure. With
further solvent vapor exposure for ⬃140 min, the rims
of the adjacent growing holes started to touch each
other, as shown in Figure 2C, forming a cellular network comprising polymer ribbons. Immediately beyond
this stage, the ribbons started breaking down into fragments due to the Rayleigh instability, as shown in Figure 2D. In the final stages of dewetting (⬃5 h of solvent
vapor exposure), the elongated polymer fragments retracted further and formed well-rounded polymer droplets (Figure 2E). Beyond this stage, the morphology remained unaltered even after solvent vapor exposure for
several hours (⬃60 h), indicating the formation of the fi3712
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nal equilibrium structures. The image sequence in Figure 2 clearly indicates that morphological evolution for
a regime 1 film closely resembles the classic dewetting
scenario of a polymer thin film on a silicon wafer or
quartz substrate.5⫺13
Influences of Nanoparticle Concentration on the Length Scale
of Instability for Regime 1 and Regime 2 Films. Spontaneous instability and dewetting of an ultrathin liquid polymer
film is engendered by the amplification of capillary
waves at the film surface. In the absence of an externally imposed field such as an electric field63 or a thermal gradient,64 attractive van der Waal’s interaction between the film⫺air and film⫺substrate interface acts
as the main destabilizing influence, resulting in spontaneous rupture and dewetting of the film. On the basis
of theoretical analysis and simulations, it has been
shown that the action of the two antagonistic forces
(the destabilizing van der Waal’s interaction and the stabilizing surface tension forces) may result in the amplification of a narrow band of capillary waves,5⫺16 eventually resulting in the rupture and hole formation in the
film. The holes, though randomly located, are found to
be isotropically distributed in dewetting experiments,
and there is typically a mean distance between the
holes corresponding to the wavelength of the amplified capillary waves or the dominant length scale of instability (H), which shows a scaling with the film thickness (h) as H ⬃ h2, in cases where the dewetting is
engendered by the nonretarded van der Waal’s interaction. Similarly, the scaling relation between the maximum number density of the holes (NH) and h is given
as NH ⬃ h⫺4; H and NH has been independently measured for each dewetting experiment based on FFT of
micrographs corresponding to the stage where the
number density of holes passes through a maxima. It
may be pointed out that, in typical dewetting experiwww.acsnano.org

ments, the number density of holes (NH) gradually increases with time as more and more holes appear in the
initial stage of dewetting. It remains nearly constant
when the holes grow in the intermediate stages, without the appearance of any additional holes. With further
progress in time, the number density of holes starts to
gradually reduce due to coalescence of adjacent holes.
Thus, NH and H pass through a maximum and a minimum, respectively, in any dewetting experiment, and
the values of NH and H corresponding to this stage are
subsequently used in analyzing the length scales of
dewetted structures. The length scale exponents are
obtained from the best fit obtained from the plots of
H versus h and NH versus h on double logarithmic axes,
respectively. As briefly mentioned before, if these values of the exponents are experimentally found close to
2 or ⫺4 (respectively), it is argued that the film has ruptured due to the interaction of the nonretarded van
der Waal’s forces.5⫺11 However, an equally strong alternative explanation of dewetting, especially for high molecular weight polymer films, is proposed based on the
release of residual stresses accumulated during the film
preparation.20,21 Regardless of the precise mechanism
of dewetting, the exponent for the dependence of the
length scale on the film thickness seems to be within a
narrow range.10
The results of dependence of NH and H with h for
different NP concentrations for regime 1 and regime 2
films are shown in Figure 3A,B, respectively. The corresponding values of NH and H for particle-free films in
the same thickness range are also plotted on the same
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Figure 3. Logⴚlog plots of (A) maximum number density of holes (NH) and (B) periodicity or length scale of the holes (H)
as a function of initial PS film thickness (h) for different nanoparticle concentrations for regime 1 and regime 2 films. The best
fit to the data (lines not shown on the plot) are presented in Table 1.

graphs in order to directly contrast the results as to
how the NH and H vary for NP-filled and particle-free
films. The film thicknesses used for the experiments
were in the range of 12⫺42 nm, and particle concentration was varied between 0.1 and 6.4%, covering both
regime 1 and regime 2 films. For every NP
concentration⫺thickness combination, at least four
samples were prepared in separate batches in order to
test the repeatability of the experiments and to generate a highly robust data set. The best linear fit to the
data on a double logarithmic plot for each NP concentration is presented in Table 1. It can be clearly seen in
Figure 3A,B, as well as from the values of the exponents to the best fit in Table 1, that for regime 1 films
(NP concentration ⬍2.0%), the data points corresponding to a specific film thickness nearly coincide with
each other, irrespective of the NP concentration. Also,
relatively lower values of the error bars (within ⬃5%) on
the exponents of the best fit for Regime 1 films in Table
1 suggest that the points (NH vs h and H vs h, respectively, for each NP concentration) are well represented
by the best fit on the log⫺log plot (best fits not shown
on plot). Thus, it is obvious that, for low NP concentrations (regime 1), there is no major change in the nature
of the destabilizing forces responsible for dewetting,
as compared to a particle free film, irrespective of the
precise mechanism of dewetting. Regardless of the exact mechanism, an “effective” Hamakar constant (AE)
representing the strength of the destabilizing force has
been calculated for comparison. The periodicity of the
holes (H) obtained from the FFT of the images has

TABLE 1. Relation between the Periodicity of the Holes (H) and the Maximum Number Density of the Holes (NH) with

Film Thickness (h)
particle concentration

extent of dewetting

no particle
0.04%
0.10%
1.0%
2.0%
3.2%
4.0%
5.0%
6.4%

complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
partial
partial
partial
partial

www.acsnano.org

H vs h scaling

NH vs h scaling

 ⬃ h2.0177⫾0.0951
 ⬃ h2.1829⫾0.1056
 ⬃ h2.2186⫾0.1536
 ⬃ h2.1398⫾0.1251
 ⬃ h1.9778⫾0.2315
 ⬃ h3.2825⫾0.4655
 ⬃ h3.0348⫾0.3964
 ⬃ h3.055⫾0.3823
 ⬃ h3.3444⫾0.593

NH ⬃ h⫺4.104⫾0.146
NH ⬃ h⫺4.295⫾0.230
NH ⬃ h⫺3.912⫾0.108
NH ⬃ h⫺4.231⫾0.109
NH ⬃ h⫺4.083⫾0.256
NH ⬃ h⫺4.883⫾0.456
NH ⬃ h⫺6.393⫾0.359
NH ⬃ h⫺6.152⫾0.729
NH ⬃ h⫺5.806⫾0.840

AE (effective Hamaker constant, J)

(2.632 ⫾ 0.117) ⫻ 10⫺20
(2.874 ⫾ 0.135) ⫻ 10⫺20
(2.239 ⫾ 0.094) ⫻ 10⫺20
(2.123 ⫾ 0.122) ⫻ 10⫺20
(2.007 ⫾ 0.312) ⫻ 10⫺20
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been used for the calculations. The dominant length
scale of the features (holes), H, is related to the magnitude of the destabilizing force, ⫺⌬G==,13,65 as
λH ) [(8π2γ)/(-∆G'')]0.5

(1)

where ⌬G== is the second derivative of the excess free
energy of interaction per unit area (⌬G) with respect to
the thickness of the film (h). Substituting the expression for ⌬G== for the van der Waals interaction, ⌬G== ⫽
[AE/(2h4)] into eq 1 and its subsequent rearrangement,
the expression for the effective Hamaker constant (AE),
which has been used to calculate the values of AE listed
in Table 1, is obtained as
AE ) [(16π3γhB4)/λ2H]

(2)

In our calculations, the surface tension of PS has been
taken as 31.2 mJ/m2.29,30 It is worth pointing out that the
value of AE for particle-free films obtained from our experiments (⬃2.6 ⫻ 10⫺20 J) is close to previously reported values of AE for dewetting of PS films on a silicon wafer substrate with native oxide layer, which are
in the range of (⬃1.8⫺2.2) ⫻ 10⫺20 J.13,65 Further, it is
seen in Table 1 that AE values remain nearly independent of NP concentration for regime 1 films and are also
close to that for particle-free films. A slight reduction
in AE with an increase in NP concentration can be seen
upon careful observation of Table 1. However, we feel
that this change is not significant as it is within the error bars.
In contrast, for regime 2 films, the length scale of instability is found to depend strongly on NP concentration, and the corresponding values of NH and H deviated significantly from those of particle-free and regime

1 films having the same thickness. This is clearly seen
in Figure 3A,B. Fewer holes appear over the same area
for a partly dewetting regime 2 film, as compared to a
particle-free or regime 1 film having the same thickness.
This results in a higher value of H between the structures. Also, unlike regime 1 films, where NH and H values depend only on h and remained largely independent of the exact NP concentration, in regime 2 films,
the values of NH and H are found to be strong function
of the NP concentration even for films with the same
thickness. In regime 2 films, the maximum number density of holes gradually (NH) decreases, and concurrently, the structure periodicity (H) increases with increase in NP concentration for films having the same
thickness.
Also it is evident that there exists a critical NP concentration at which transition from regime 1 (complete dewetting) to regime 2 (partial dewetting) occurs. For our system, this cutoff lies between 2.0 and
3.2% NP concentration but cannot be determined with
a greater precision. A possible reason for partial dewetting in regime 2 films is discussed later, based on microRaman analysis.
Influence of Nanoparticle Concentration on Dewetting
Dynamics and Extent of Dewetting. While there was no tangible influence of NP concentration on the instability
length scale for regime 1 films, the dewetting dynamics showed strong dependence on NP concentration, as
it became progressively sluggish with increase in the
gold nanoparticle concentration. This particular aspect
was investigated in detail by studying in situ dewetting
of 23 nm thick PS films with the following nanoparticle
concentrations: 0.04, 1. 0, and 2.0% (shown in Figure
4B⫺D, respectively). In situ experiments with particle-

Figure 4. Plots of average hole diameter vs dewetting time for 23 nm thick regime 1 film with (A) no particles, (B) particle
concentration ⴝ 0.04%, (C) particle concentration ⴝ 0.10%, (D) particle concentration ⴝ 2.0%. Insets show the same data
on a logⴚlog scale. Straight lines show the best fit to the data.
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particle concentration

dewetting velocity
stage I (VD1, m/min)

dewetting velocity
stage II (VD2, m/min)

ratio (VD2/VD1)

no particle
0.04%
0.10%
2.0%

1.6370 ⫾ 0.09418
0.6304 ⫾ 0.06287
0.2494 ⫾ 0.00568
VD ⫽ 0.05681 ⫾ 0.00289

0.61177 ⫾ 0.04411
0.34328 ⫾ 0.03264
0.17147 ⫾ 0.00745

0.371
0.544
0.687

free PS thin films having the same thickness were also
performed (Figure 4A) in order to contrast the dynamics of nanocomposite films with particle-free films. For
each NP concentration, in situ dewetting experiments
with at least four samples were performed, and in every sample, the temporal growth of five holes were
tracked. Thus, every point on any plot in Figure 4 corresponds to averaging over many numbers of experimental observations, which in turn is responsible for relatively large error bars in some cases. Slopes of the best
fit to the data in plots in Figure 4A⫺D have been utilized to find the average dewetting velocity (VD, calculated as the average growth rate of diameter in m/
min). In addition, the exponent of the average hole
diameter with time of dewetting (DH ⬃ tn) was found
from the best fit of the same data on double logarithmic plots (shown in the insets of the respective plots).
The average dewetting velocity as well as the time scale
exponents for the films investigated is presented in
Table 2.
Two major observations emerge from the plots
shown in Figure 4: (a) the dynamics of dewetting becomes progressively slower as the NP concentration increases, and (b) the dewetting velocity shows a twostage trend for the particle-free films as well as for films
with low NP concentrations (up to 1.0% in our experiments, Figure 4A⫺C). However, for 2.0% NP concentration, this trend disappears and dewetting progresses
at a nearly constant velocity all through.
The slower dynamics of the nanocomposite films
with enhanced NP concentration is manifested in two
ways: (a) in terms of longer solvent vapor exposure time
for the appearance of the first hole as well as time taken
to reach the stage where the holes start coalescing,
and (b) in terms of slower dewetting velocity. While
longer time scales of dewetting are qualitatively manifested in the plots in Figure 4, some quantitative data in
that regard are reported here. While the onset of film
rupture with the appearance of the first set of holes was
seen after ⬃3.5 ⫾ 1 min for particle-free films of 23
nm thickness, the time requirements for the same stage
were ⬃7.0 ⫾ 1.5, ⬃18.0 ⫾ 2, and ⬃34.0 ⫾ 4 min, respectively, for films with 0.04, 1.0, and 2.0% NP concentrations under identical experimental conditions. Similarly, the time at which the holes start to merge was also
prolonged as the NP concentration increased. While it
took ⬃21 ⫾ 2 min for the rims of the adjacent holes to
start coalescing for a particle-free film, ⬃ 38 ⫾ 3, 95 ⫾
www.acsnano.org

time scale exponent (n1)
stage I

time scale exponent (n2)
stage II

1.1621 ⫾ 0.0517
1.2082 ⫾ 0.1051
1.1197 ⫾ 0.0348
n ⫽ 0.72331 ⫾ 0.06049

0.6221 ⫾ 0.06162
0.7091 ⫾ 0.08156
0.6199 ⫾ 0.03898

6, and 275 ⫾ 12 min were needed for films with 0.04,
1.0, and 2.0% NP concentrations, respectively, to reach
the same stage. Obviously, the time taken for complete
dewetting also showed a similar trend, extending from
⬃40 min for particle-free films to ⬃2.0, ⬃ 3.5, and
⬃10.5 h for films with 0.04, 1.0, and 2.0% NP concentrations, respectively. Interestingly, the average diameters
of the holes corresponding to the time when the rims of
the adjacent holes started to merge with each other
were found to be nearly same in all cases (⬃17 ⫾ 1.2
m). This value was found to be independent of the
nanoparticle concentration and was nearly the same
(within error bars) for the particle-free films also. This
observation is in line with our earlier claim that there is
no tangible influence of NP concentration for the regime 1 films on the length scale or size of the dewetted features. Table 2 lists the dewetting velocities and
the time scale exponents (n) based on the plots in Figure 4.
We now critically examine the possible mechanisms responsible for the change in instability length
and time scales and their observed dependence on
particle concentration. The addition of nanoparticles
could conceivably modulate (A) slippage of the film
on its substrate12,69,70 or (B) rheology (viscoelasticity)
of the film12,66⫺68,72 or (C) introduce an additional
heterogeneous nucleation-based mechanism for
rupture.12,17,24⫺26 We examine the consequences of
each of these factors vis-à-vis our experimental observations on the length and time scales of
dewetting.
With regard to slippage, it may be induced possibly
by either particle segregation at the film⫺substrate interface or a weak network formation because of anchoring of polymer chains on nanoparticles.52⫺62 It is
known12,69,70 that, in the so-called weak slip regime
(slip length ⬃ film thickness), the length scale of the instability and its thickness dependence are largely unaffected, as is also observed in our experiments. However,
any amount of slip greatly accelerates the dynamics of
instability and hole growth, whereas just the reverse is
observed here. Further, the length scale exponent is
substantially smaller in the strong slip regime compared
to 2, whereas the experiments show an increase of this
exponent (Table 1). Thus, slippage may be ruled out as
a causative factor in explanation of our results.
With regard to rheology, it is known that
particle⫺polymer nanocomposites can exhibit signifiVOL. 4 ▪ NO. 7 ▪ 3709–3724 ▪ 2010
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TABLE 2. Calculated Dewetting Velocity for 23 nm Thick Nanocomposite Films with Different NP Concentrations
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cant changes in glass transition temperatures as well
as enhancements in viscoelastic properties.51⫺62 The
changes in properties are typically attributed to the
high surface area to volume ratios of the filler particles.52 The individual polymer molecules of a homopolymer can also be anchored and thus be crosslinked around the particles, leading to higher viscosity
and even viscoelasticity.52⫺62 It is known that viscosity,
being a transport property, does not affect the length
scale of instability but merely slows down its
dynamics.66⫺68,72 This is in accord with the observations for regime 1 (low NP concentrations) but does
not explain the results of regimes 2 and 3 films, where
the length scale and its scaling with the film thickness
change very substantially. Could introduction of viscoelasticity explain it? At least at low NP concentrations, the viscoelasticity is expected to be liquid-like
without a significant permanent (zero-frequency) solidlike elastic modulus. For viscoelastic melts, it is
known68,72 that introduction of elasticity also does not
change the instability wavelength but makes the
growth of instability and the hole much faster! Observations show just the opposite across all the regimes. Further, a change in the length scale in regime 2 is also
not in agreement with this scenario. At high NP concentrations, one could possibly argue for the existence of
a solid-like viscoelasticity engendered by a strong interaction between the particles resulting in filler networks that span sections of the polymer matrix.59 Such
transitions from liquid-like viscoelasticity to solid-like
viscoelasticity have been previously observed.60⫺62 Recent theoretical studies66,67,71 show that an ultrathin viscoelastic solid film, when unstable, indeed has the same
fastest growing length scale of the instability as a viscous film and at the same time, the growth of instability is retarded because some of the destabilizing energy
gets stored in the form of elastic deformation of the
film. These theoretical results seem to be in accord with
the observations, at least in regime 1, where the length
scale remains unaffected. However, a closer examination excludes this mechanism because the van der
Waals force or any other force of the magnitude implied in Table 1 is not strong enough to trigger the instability even in a very soft solid (elastic modulus ⬍10
Pa!) film if it is thicker than about 10 nm.66,67,71 Further,
the change in the length scale in regime 2 is also not
commensurate with this mechanism. The only speculative possibility that remains is that the solid-like viscoelasticity may play a role in the later stages of hole arrest in regime 2 and stable films of regime 3, where NP
concentration is high (regime 3) or may become locally
high in some part of the hole rim during later stages
of dewetting (regime 2). We find some indication of the
latter, which is discussed in the next section. High NP
concentration together with a longer time available for
aggregation and/or network formation in the slow regimes 2 and 3 could underlie the hole arrest.
VOL. 4 ▪ NO. 7 ▪ MUKHERJEE ET AL.

Finally, with regard to a heterogeneous nucleationbased mechanism,17,24⫺26 introduction of physicochemical nucleation sites by possible aggregation of particles should produce a different length scale for the
instability and rupture, governed in part or wholly by
the density of sites, rather than the well-defined spinodal scales witnessed in regimes 1 and 2. Further, the
growth of instability by this energetically favorable
pathway should be faster rather than slower!
The main purpose of the above discussion is to critically examine the possible pathways of instability in the
NP-filled films in view of the length and time scales reported here for the first time. Perhaps there is no single
mechanism but a combination of several factors, and
their interplays that produce the observed length and
time scale behavior. It may also be pointed that, in the
system studied here, there was no aggregation of NPs
observed at the interfaces either at the stage of film
preparation (refer to online Supporting Information) or
immediately after the hole formation, but only at later
stages of hole growth and droplet formation. In other
systems, where aggregation is prominently observed,
the precise mechanism by which it may modulate the
length and time scales in different regimes is not clear.
The above discussion thus serves to stimulate further
work in the area with special attention to the possibility of discriminating the exact mechanism based on the
instability length and time scale considerations.
Dewetting Velocity of Regime 1 Films. It has been briefly
mentioned that, for particle-free and low NP containing films (up to 1.0%), there is a distinct two-stage trend
in the dewetting velocity (Figure 4A⫺C). In all these
cases, the radius of the holes grow rather rapidly in the
first stage, until the average diameter of the holes became ⬃12 ⫾ 2 m. After this stage, a distinct transition
in the growth rate of the holes is observed and the dewetting velocity drops considerably. As can be seen in
Table 2, this relative difference in dewetting velocities
of the two stages gradually reduces as the NP concentrations in the films progressively increase (VD2 varying
from ⬃37% of VD1 for particle-free films to about ⬃68%
of VD1 for films with 1.0% NP concentration). This relative difference disappears with further increase in the
NP concentration. For films with 2.0% NP concentration,
only a monotonic trend in dewetting velocity is observed. Some experiments with intermediate NP concentrations (between 1.0 and 2.0%, results not shown
in detail) showed that around a critical NP concentration of ⬃1.7% the transition from two-stage dewetting
to a single-stage dewetting occurs. As can be seen in
Table 2, dewetting velocity in nanocomposite films is
up to 2 orders lower as compared to particle free films,
indicating significantly slower dynamics that might allow reorganization of particles such as aggregation,
segregation, and network formations.
There have been observations and theories of two
or three distinct stages in dewetting of thin polymer
www.acsnano.org
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ics in regimes 1 and 2 films. We now focus on understanding of the possible mechanisms for the inhibition
of dewetting at an intermediate stage in regime 2 films.
Subsequently, we also look at another relevant issue associated with the dewetting of regime 1 films: how do
particles distribute within each dewetted droplet? Do
particles remain evenly distributed within the dewetted droplets or do they phase segregate? If they phase
segregate, do they come to the substrate⫺polymer interface or the polymer⫺air interface? These investigations are extensively based on micro-Raman analysis using 500 nm Ar⫹ laser spot size. The details about the
technique are available in the Methods part.
Inhibition of Dewetting at Intermediate Stage for Regime 2
Films. In order to understand whether there is a phase
segregation or deposition of particles from the retracting contact line of a growing hole in a regime 2 film,
micro-Raman analysis was performed on the rim of a
hole of a 17 nm thick film with 6.4% NP concentration
(Figure 5A). This particular film dewetted only to the extent shown in Figure 5A, and subsequently the diameter of the hole remained unaltered even after prolonged solvent vapor exposure. Micro-Raman spectra
at different locations in the vicinity of the rim (as
marked in Figure 5A) are shown in Figure 5B⫺F. The
spectrum at location 1 (Figure 5B) is from the dewetted portion of the sample. The spectrum shows only a
peak corresponding to silicon and virtually no existence
of either gold or polymer, suggesting no phase segregation or deposition of gold particles on the substrate
surface during the retraction of the contact line. Location 2 corresponds to that part of the rim which is right
adjacent to the hole. Location 3 corresponds to the
point where (roughly) the rim height passes through a
maxima, and location 4 is over an area where the height
of the rim gradually starts reducing. Location 5 corresponds to an area where the rim merges with the film.
It is interesting to note that there is virtually no signature of gold in the spectrum at location 2 (Figure 5C). In
contrast, there are strong gold peaks at both locations
3 and 4 (Figure 5D,E, respectively), indicating lateral redistribution of gold particles within the rim. It appears
that the central part of the hole rim has an enhanced
concentration of particles, and depletion zones surround it near the contact line and near the far end of
the rim. This is shown schematically in Figure 5G. Thus,
in regime 2, a high local NP concentration exceeding a
critical value, or a large available time allowed by a slow
dynamics, may lead to particle aggregation. Similar aggregation of particles in droplets at late stages of dewetting for regime 1 films is presented later. High particle
concentration or aggregation may be responsible for
arresting further growth of the hole by imparting a
solid-like viscoelasticity or contact line pinning or some
other mechanism.
Detailed Structure of Dewetted Droplets. In order to understand the distribution of the gold nanoparticles within
VOL. 4 ▪ NO. 7 ▪ 3709–3724 ▪ 2010
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films.73⫺76 Different relative magnitudes of the uncompensated Young’s force causing dewetting, and the
mechanisms of friction/dissipation lead to different regimes of dewetting. Theoretically, the three stages suggested by Brochard et al.73 are as follows. Stage 1: In
this stage, the instability is rapid compared to the translational (reptation) relaxation time of the polymer
chains, resulting in a rapid early growth of the holes.
The radius of the hole shows an exponential dependence on time (DH ⬃ exp(t/)). In the subsequent stages,
the time scales are sufficiently long73 for the translational motion of the chains causing flow. In this stage,
it is assumed that the viscous force balances the capillary driving force, and there is no slippage at the
film⫺substrate interface. For these conditions, it has
been theoretically predicted, as well as experimentally
observed, that R shows a linear dependence with time
(DH ⬃ t). In the third stage of dewetting, it is argued that
there is a greater influence of slippage. The frictional resistance in slippage, which depends on the width of
the rims, results in the decreased rate of hole growth.
Theoretically, DH shows a time exponent of 2/3 in this
regime (DH ⬃ t2/3).
For particle-free films and the regime 1 films showing two-stage dewetting (0.04 and 1.0% NP concentrations), the time scale exponents for the first stage (n1) of
dewetting are close to ⬃1 for all three cases (Table 2).
From the preceding discussions, it is clear that this regime corresponds to the stage 2 discussed earlier, with
very little influence of slippage. The second stage exponents (n2) for all three cases are again close to (within error bars) the theoretically predicted value of 2/3, which
signifies a strong influence of slippage in this stage of
dewetting. A uniform value of n ⬃ 0.72 (again close to
2/3) for nanocomposite films with 2.0% NP concentration suggests that as the NP concentration goes up in
regime 1 films, stronger influence of slippage becomes
evident right from the early stages of dewetting. However, Al Akhrass et al. in a recent paper attributed longer
relaxation time in viscoelastic polymer films to be responsible for two-stage dewetting.76 Further investigations are underway to understand the exact mechanism
and the particle⫺polymer interactions that influence
the slippage at the interface.
It may, however, be noted that dewetting velocity (VD) in general exhibits a nonlinear dependence
on time (as seen in Table 2), irrespective of the particle concentration. VD is thus never really constant.
For low NP concentration films (⬍1.0%), the first
stage exponent n1 is close to 1, indicating nearly a
constant dewetting velocity (VD1) for this stage. However, representing an average velocity VD2 in the
later stage is only for an easy comparison demonstrating the drop in the order of dewetting velocity
as compared to the initial stage.
We have thus far discussed how the NP concentration influences the dewetting length scales and dynam-
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Figure 5. Detailed micro-Raman analysis of the rim of a regime 2 film. Film thickness is 17 nm, particle concentration is 6.4%.
(A) Image of the hole and the locations at which the spectra are taken. (BⴚF) Spectra at locations 1ⴚ5 as marked in (A). (G)
Schematic representation of NP distribution around a hole rim.

each dewetted droplet resulting from the complete
dewetting of a regime 1 film, individual droplets were
investigated with force modulation AFM (FM-AFM), as

Figure 6. (A) Amplitude and (B) phase contrast image of force modulation atomic force microscopy image of a single dewetted droplet revealing the detailed coreⴚshell structure. The initial film thickness
was 17 nm, and NP concentration was 0.1%.
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well as by micro-Raman analysis. Figure 6 shows the
amplitude (A) and the phase (B) contrast image of FMAFM of a single dewetted droplet revealing its detailed
structure. The initial film thickness was 17 nm, and NP
concentration was 0.1%. The additional shadow in the
FM-AFM image at the center of the droplet calls for special attention. This contrast refers to an aggregate of
the gold nanoparticles formed within the dewetted
droplet. To further strengthen the indication from the
FM-AFM image, micro-Raman imaging of the dewetted droplets was performed, as shown in Figure 7A.
Raman spectra from three different locations are
taken: location 1 is far from the droplet, over an exposed area of the substrate (Figure 7B); location 2 is
close to the periphery of the droplet, away from its
www.acsnano.org
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Figure 7. Micro-Raman analysis results of a single dewetted droplet, resulting from the dewetting of a 17 nm thick regime
1 film with NP concentration of 0.1%. (A) Optical micrograph of the droplet showing the spatial locations where individual
spectra have been taken. (B) Spectrum from location 1 (dewetted region), with only the silicon peak. (C) Spectrum from location 2 (edge of the droplet) showing peaks corresponding to silicon (substrate) and polystyrene. (D) Presence of a gold
peak in the spectrum from location 3 (center of droplet). (E) Schematic of dynamics of the high NP zone with the retracting
contact line during hole growth.

center (Figure 7C); and location 3 is just above the
center of the droplet, the location over which the
contrast is seen in the FM-AFM images (Figure 7D).
Though only one spectrum corresponding to each
location in Figure 7A is shown, spectra were taken
from many locations of several fully dewetted droplets to test the repeatability of the results. On the basis of these large numbers of spectra, it could be
confirmed that the spectral patterns shown in Figure 7B⫺D are true representative data for each type
of location.
The spectrum in Figure 7B shows only the peak corresponding to silicon. No presence of gold or the polymer (PS) is seen in this particular spectrum. Thus, this
spectrum confirms that, for dewetting thin films in regime 1, the gold nanoparticles do not phase separate
and accumulate at the film⫺substrate interface. The
spectrum is almost similar to the one shown in Figure
5B, which is from the ruptured portion of the film. The
spectra shown in Figures 5B and 7B suggest that there
is no phase segregation of the gold particles onto the
www.acsnano.org

substrate, as has been observed in some of the systems reported before.40⫺50 Both spectra also confirm
that dewetting of both regimes 1 and 2 films is clean,
as the receding three-phase contact line does not
leave behind any remnant polymer or particles on
the substrate. The spectrum in Figure 7C corresponds to the edge of a dewetted polymer droplet,
which shows the presence of PS, in addition to the
peaks corresponding to the silicon wafer substrate
buried under the droplet. However, there is no peak
here that signifies to the presence of the gold NPs.
The spectrum in Figure 7D, which is taken at a location close to the center of the droplet, shows the
presence of the gold peak, in addition to the PS and
silicon peaks. Thus, on the basis of the FM-AFM image and Raman spectra, we conclude that all of the
gold nanoparticles present in each dewetted polymer droplet have aggregated around the center of
the droplet. Such aggregation or coarsening of gold
nanoparticles in a polymer matrix has been reported
very recently, both for homopolymer77,78 as well as
VOL. 4 ▪ NO. 7 ▪ 3709–3724 ▪ 2010
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Figure 8. (A) AFM image of bare aggregates of gold nanoparticles after removal of polystyrene core by selective solvent washing. (B)
Micro-Raman spectra over the droplets show the presence of gold
and silicon peaks only without the presence of PS.

for blend nanocomposite films.79 The process of
nanoparticle aggregation and the initial dispersed
state are both governed by the Gibbs free energy.
Even when aggregation is thermodynamically preferred,80 kinetics determines if aggregation/segregation can occur over the time scales of instability
and dewetting, where a greater negative magnitude of the former makes aggregation more probable. In both cases, the enthalpy part is negative and
the entropy part is also negative, making the overall value of Gibbs free energy negative. It appears
that the contribution of the entropy term in the expression (⌬G ⫽ ⌬H ⫺ T⌬S) has greater contribution
to the negative value of Gibbs free energy, making
the overall process entropy controlled. In other
words, a lower particle⫺particle cohesive energy
penalty, in comparison to a higher energy requirement of particle⫺polymer adhesion leads to the aggregation of the uncapped nanoparticles, within
each dewetted droplet.80 Interestingly, the aggregation of nanoparticles at the center of the fully dewetted droplets in regime 1 is in accord with the scenario during dewetting of regime 2 films, where it is
proposed that gold nanoparticles are somewhat
more concentrated in the central part of the rim.
However, owing to the lower NP concentrations and
less time available for dewetting in regime 1 films,
phase segregation is delayed until the merger of the
rims to create droplets. As shown schematically in
Figure 7E, the rims of two adjacent growing holes
coalesce to form a droplet with an NP-rich core in
which aggregation can occur over time, resulting in
a final dewetted structure having a core⫺shell-type
morphology. The outer shell is of the polymer, and
the inner core is made of the aggregated gold nanoparticles. This observation signifies a major difference in the time of particle aggregation between regimes 1 and 2: while aggregation occurs
concurrently with dewetting itself in regime 2 films
due to longer available time, it takes place after complete dewetting in case of regime 1 films. Such
core⫺shell structure formation may be interesting
from the point of patterning as well, as it is not possible to fabricate submerged hierarchical structures
by any of the existing top-down lithography
techniques.
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Removing the Polymer Shell. It is evident from the discussion in the previous section that the final dewetted
structure in regime 1 films leads to the formation of an
isotropic array of core⫺shell-type structures (Figure 1A,
6A and 7A), comprising a polymer shell and a core
made up of aggregated gold nanoparticles. By selective dissolution of the polymer (PS), we could fabricate
an array of gold particle aggregates on a flat silicon wafer surface. For this purpose, the dewetted film was
carefully washed with cylohexane for prolonged hours
(⬃2⫺4 h), which resulted in the formation of structures
comprising the droplets shown in Figure 8A. MicroRaman spectra over various areas of the droplets
showed the presence of gold and silicon peaks only
(Figure 8B). This confirms that the polymer shell has
been removed and the resulting structure comprises arrays of self-assembled aggregates of gold nanoparticles. However, it must be admitted that this technique
had limited success, as gold particles, during dissolution
of the polymer, tend to spread over other areas of the
sample, too, as is evident from the presence of a weak
gold peak in the spectra taken over the dewetted portions. It may be recalled that there was no presence of
such peaks in the spectra taken before washing (Figure
7B). Also, though cylcohexane is not known to be a
good solvent for PS,81 it was deliberately used, as rapid
dissolution of PS in stronger solvents such as toluene
completely destroyed the gold aggregates. It is the first
time that dewetting of a nanocomposite thin film has
been utilized to fabricate isolated arrays of gold nanoparticle aggregates. This method is different from the
assembly of nanoparticles by dewetting of colloidal solutions containing nanoparticles, aided by macroscopic
stick slip motion of the retracting three-phase contact
line,82⫺84 Further studies on anchoring of dewetted
droplets on physicochemically patterned substrates
are underway. This may provide a potential method
for a precise positioning of core⫺shell droplets and
nanoparticle clusters after removal of the polymer without disturbing the position of the particles.30
CONCLUSIONS
We have critically examined solvent vapor-assisted
dewetting of thin (⬍40 nm) nanocomposite
polymer⫺gold particle films by characterizing the
length and time scales of spinodal instability and velocity of hole growth, together with observations of particle concentration. Three distinct stability regimes were
detected with different characteristics: (1) films with
low nanoparticle concentrations (⬍⬃2.0%) dewet completely to form droplets by merger of holes; (2) films
with intermediate particle concentrations (3.2⫺6.4%)
show partial dewetting by arrest of an initially growing
hole; and (3) films with NP concentrations in excess of
7.0% show complete suppression of instability and
dewetting.
www.acsnano.org

ity and heterogeneous nucleation. In addition, detailed
investigation on dewetting velocity for different NP
concentrations in regime 1 films shows that there exist
two distinct velocity regimes, particularly for low NP
concentrations: a rapid initial phase and a sluggish late
stage. Our experiments suggests the presence of slippage in the late stages of dewetting, which is not significant in the earlier phase. As the NP concentration increases, the distinction between the two stages
becomes diffused, and for films with 2.0% NP concentration, there was a single regime of velocity over the
entire dewetting sequence.
Finally, on the basis of force modulation AFM and
micro-Raman analysis, we show that, for the dewetting
nanocomposite films in fegime 1, the final dewetted
morphology comprises an isotropic array of core⫺shelltype structure: the shell comprising the dewetted polymer and the core resulting from the self-organized aggregation of the nanoparticles present within a
dewetted droplet. Also, the polymer shell could be successfully removed without disturbing the gold aggregates to result in a structure comprising isolated aggregates of gold nanoparticles over a flat silicon wafer
substrate.

METHODS

One major concern with the coated films was to ensure that
the particles did not phase segregate during the film preparation stage. This was verified by TEM imaging of the coated films,
which clearly showed that the particles had not phase segregate in the films. The details of the methodology adopted for
this particular characterization is available in Supporting Information.
Dewetting Experiments. The dewetting of the films was engendered by exposure to toluene vapor in a closed glass chamber
presaturated with toluene vapor. Exposing a polymer film to its
solvent vapor effectively reduces the glass transition temperature due to penetration of the solvent molecules into the film
matrix. The absorption of solvent into the polymer matrix leads
to increase in its free volume, resulting in reduced cohesion between the polymer molecules, which in turn aids their mobility.29
Thus, the molecules become free to reorganize and depending
on the thermodynamics of the system can lead to the rupture
and dewetting of the thin film. Minimization of the excess free
energy is the key motivation for the self-organization. The evolution sequence of the films were observed under an optical microscope (Leica DMLM) in reflection mode, and images were captured with a CCD camera (Samsung) mounted to the
microscope.
The aggregation of gold nanoparticles within dewetted
droplets was analyzed by the WiTec CRM 200 Raman spectrometer coupled with a high-resolution confocal optical microscope.
With this combination, it is possible not only to obtain a Raman
spectrum of a sample but also to combine its chemical constitution with a lateral resolution in the submicrometer regime. Both
the excitation and collection of the scattered light were done
through the microscope objective. Excitation was provided by
the 514.5 nm line of an Ar⫹ laser. The microscope objective used
was Nikon 100⫻, with a working distance of 0.26. Thus, the laser beam diameter and power at the focus were ⬃500 nm and
2 mW, respectively. All measurements were made at room temperature, in order to avoid heating effects in the spectra. Therefore, the measurements were performed at a laser power density
below threshold to induce temperature enhancement. All of
the measured spectra were systematically compared to those
obtained on a coverslip under the same experimental conditions.

Preparation of Gold Nanoparticle Sol. The synthesis of the gold particles used for this study did not use any kind of capping agent
and was achieved only by controlling the rate of the reaction.
Tetrahexylammonium bromide (1.74 g) was dissolved in toluene (80 mL) to produce a 50 mM solution. This was combined
with a 30 mM solution of hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (0.35 g) in
distilled water (30 mL). The suspension was shaken until all the
tetrachloroaurate had transferred to the organic phase. A fresh
0.4 M solution of sodium borohydride (0.39 g) in distilled water
(25 mL) was prepared and added slowly to the toluene phase. On
addition, the color of the toluene phase changed from a clear orange solution to an opaque deep ruby red solution. The lower
aqueous phase turned colorless. The mixture was stirred for 30
min before separation and removal of the two phases. The toluene phase was washed with water and dried over MgSO4. Concentration of the solution was 2.54 mg/mL. The preparation
method is summarized in a flowchart. The average particle size
calculated from TEM analysis was 3.97 ⫾ 0.45 nm (image not
shown, details can be found elsewhere).85
Preparation of Gold Nanoparticle Filled Polystyrene Films. Toluene is
one of the common solvents for polystyrene, and so, bids of
monodispersed PS (Sigma Aldrich, UK, molecular weight ⫽ 280K,
polydispersity index (PDI) ⬍1.1) were directly added to the gold
sol stabilized in toluene for making PS solution containing gold
nanoparticles. The concentration of the particles was calculated
as the ratio of the weights of gold nanoparticles present in the
system to that of the polymer added. The PS solution in the toluene sol was directly spin coated on clean single-sided polished
n-type commercial grade silicon wafer (Wafer World Inc., USA)
pieces. For this study, films having thicknesses of 12 ⫾ 0.3, 15 ⫾
0.3, 17 ⫾ 0.6, 20 ⫾ 0.4, 23 ⫾ 0.4, 26 ⫾ 0.6, 30 ⫾ 0.2, 34 ⫾ 0.8,
and 42 ⫾ 0.9 nm with nanoparticle concentrations of 0.04, 0.1,
1.0, 2.0, 3.2, 4.0, 5.0, 6.4, 7.0, and 8.0% as well as 0% (PS films without any nanoparticle) for each thickness are used. The film thicknesses were controlled by varying the concentrations of the PS
solution, the spin speed, and the duration of spinning to a lesser
extent. The film thicknesses were measured using an imaging ellipsometer (EP3, Nanofilm Germany).
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The instability length scale and the dimensions of
the final dewetted structures in regime 1 are nearly independent of particle concentration, but dynamics of
dewetting becomes progressively slower with enhanced nanoparticle concentration. The length scale
exponent in this regime is nearly 2, as for pure polymer films without particles. In regime 2, the length scale
increases with increase in NP concentration, and its scaling with thickness changes rather drastically to an exponent in the range of 3⫺3.5. Additionally, the extent
to which the dewetting sequence progresses is also
found to be dependent on the NP concentrations. For
example, while dewetting was found to progress to
coalescence of rims with NP concentration of 3.2%, it
continued only to the level of formation of a few scattered, isolated holes for films with 6.4% NP concentration. Consistent with all the observations, we propose
that arrest of dewetting in regime 2 occurs by aggregation of particles in the central part of a hole rim engendered by higher NP concentration and longer time
available for their aggregation in this slow regime. However, the mechanism of transition to regime 2 itself
with its anomalous length scale behavior cannot be explained by simple factors such as slippage, viscoelastic-
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Force modulation (FM) imaging is a secondary imaging technique based on contact mode atomic force microscopy that
identifies and maps differences in surface stiffness or elasticity.
These techniques probe various surface properties to differentiate between the different materials that make up heterogeneous
surfaces. In force modulation, the probe moves with a small vertical (z) oscillation (modulation), which is significantly faster than
the raster scan rate. The force on the sample is modulated such
that the average force on the sample is equal to that in contact
mode. When the probe is modulated with the tip in contact with
a sample, the sample surface resists the oscillation and the cantilever bends. Under the same force, a stiff area on the sample
deforms less than a soft area; that is, stiffer areas put up greater
resistance to the cantilever’s vertical oscillation and, consequently, cause greater bending of the cantilever. The variation
in cantilever deflection amplitude at the frequency of modulation is a measure of the relative stiffness of the surface. Topographical information (DC, or non-oscillatory deflection) is collected simultaneously with the force modulation data (AC, or
oscillatory deflection). Here, this technique has been used to
show the presence of both gold NP aggregates and PS in the
dewetted droplet. For FM-AFM, we have used a Si cantilever with
a spring constant (k) of 3 N/m. The resonance frequency of the
cantilever was ⬃75 kHz (according to the manufacturer’s
datasheet).
In order to ascertain the repeatability of the results, at least
three samples of each thickness and particle concentrations
were used in the experiments. The number density of the holes
is counted at three to five locations for each sample, and thus,
the mean and the error bars reported in the texts or shown in the
plots are based on averaging over 10 to 15 values obtained for
a single thickness⫺particle concentration combination.
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